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Dear Visitors,

Now, as ever, the circumstances of our life demand that we take a seri-

ous look at the world we live in, and thus at ourselves as well. Certain 

changes in our society as well as in our environment are irreversible 

and will have a lasting influence on our future. The resulting uncer-

tainty causes many people to feel uneasy or even to fear the future. 

The recent months, however, have shown once again that humans are 

among the most adaptable living beings, and that we decide how to 

deal with the challenges but also with the opportunities of the future. 

As the Draiflessen Collection Team, we have set ourselves the task, 

for the year 2022, of not simply settling for a “new normal” again. 

We’d like to make conscious use of our recent experiences and, at best, 

of our insights—to examine them and to engage all those concerned 

in conversation about them. Our motto for the year is “Listening and 

Learning”: through the exhibitions we have planned with this idea 

in mind, and our wide-ranging cultural and educational program, 

we’d like to offer you a large variety of impulses and inspiration and 

invite you to a lively exchange of ideas as we look into the future full 

of curiosity.

Sincerely yours,

Corinna Otto
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Daan Roosegaarde, TOUCH, 2021
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TOUCH 
until 27.02.2022 

What was until recently a completely everyday, self-evident act of 

human encounter is suddenly no longer so: mutual touch, an em-

brace, or a handshake. The Dutch artist Daan Roosegaarde (b. 1979) 

addresses this moment and the significance of this human connec-

tion in his expansive installation developed especially for the Draif-

lessen Collection.

In the museum’s 4,300 cubic meters of exhibition space, Roosegaarde 

has created TOUCH, an interactive work of art that captivates visi-

tors as they enter, creates a sense of wonder, and invites and inspires 

them to act without words. The fact that our perception and action 

are specifically directed toward this special act of connection unrav-

els at the very moment of touch: this is the key to an imposing visual 

explosion that transports us and our counterpart into a new universe. 

TOUCH has been created in collaboration with “The Wellbeing 

Project” and will be featured in Bilbao, Vizcaya, as part of “The Well-

being Summit for Social Change” in June 2022.
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THE ART OF REPLICATION
8.05.–31.07.2022

When we inquire after the value and the significance of a work of art, 

the scholarly study, historical context, and public recognition of the 

work play a major role. But what are our criteria and standards when 

it comes to works that copy those which someone else has created in 

the “original”? The exhibition shows plaster casts, copies of paint-

ings, graphics, and architectural models from the nineteeth century 

that admit different perspectives on this issue. 

Based on examples such as the larger-than-life plaster casts of the Ve-

nus de Milo, the Belvedere Torso, or of Louis Castelli’s monumental 

copy of Raphael’s Sistine Madonna, it explores to what extent the re-

productions of a work of art prompt us to reconsider values such as 

originality, provenance, and authorship. Equally, are multiple chains 

of reproduction not indeed also a yardstick of the importance of a 

work? And in the first encounter between viewer and artwork, does 

it even matter whether it is an original or a replica?

The exhibition is sponsored by the Lindenau-Museum in Altenburg. 

That museum’s collections, which were established by Bernhard Au-

gust von Lindenau, are an impressive example of a practice that in-

volves the simultaneous presentation of originals, copies, plaster 

casts and models. 



Michael Pinsky, Pollution Pods
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MICHAEL PINSKY
30.10.2022–26.02.2023

In the fall of 2022, we will be presenting the British artist Michael 

Pinsky with his work at the intersection of visual art, design, and ar-

chitecture. He draws attention to the possibilities of questioning the 

status quo of our day-to-day lives, while also exploring how to fos-

ter awareness of aspects of our environment and the sustainability 

of our actions. 

Pinsky’s projects examine—often playfully, but always with specific 

audience involvement—the structures of our society and the role of 

each and every individual within it. 

His expansive installation Pollution Pods, which will also be on view 

at the Draiflessen Collection, is particularly poignant.
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Lucas van Leyden, The Flagellation of Christ, 1521
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PASSION KUNST 
until 15.05.2022 

Lucas van Leyden (ca. 1494–1533) is one of the most unusual and 

most prominent personalities of the Netherlandish Renaissance. 

Similar to Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528), with whom he maintained 

a lively correspondence, Van Leyden concentrated on characteriz-

ing people and their behavior. With great imagination and narrative 

talent, along with unusual approaches and points of view, he creat-

ed unconventional graphic masterpieces of universally known sub-

jects. Above all, he strove for artistic solutions and innovations. It is 

no wonder that he, who was already called a “prodigy” by his con-

temporaries, set completely new standards, and that his work was 

often copied.

The cabinet exhibition in the Liberna study room will present Lucas 

van Leyden’s fourteen-part series of copperplate engravings depict-

ing the Passion of Christ. All of the prints in this series were made in 

1521, making them exactly 500 years old! Why were these engrav-

ings seen as innovative and inspiring 500 years ago, and why was Lu-

cas van Leyden hailed as superior and unparalleled? Can we still see 

this relevance today? Or (re)experience it?
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Jan Lievens (previous attribution)/Cornelis Bisschop (new attribution), 

Interior of a painter's studio, ca. 1655
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IN SEARCH OF CLUES
22.06.2022–15.01.2023

Whether a drawing is unequivocally attributed to an artist depends 

on a number of different givens. If the artwork is signed, there is a high 

probability of scoring a hit. But how do attributions actually work in 

the case of drawings that are not signed? Or, to go even further: Can 

sketches and studies be attributed to artists or groups of artists, teach-

ers or students, in the first place? Studying has often been precisely 

about copying, appropriating, and learning, and thus, particularly in 

drawings, sketches, and studies that were not produced as saleable 

artworks, parallels and similarities can be found. Who, then, is the 

originator? Can that even be determined in retrospect?

In the collection of drawings and studies of the Liberna Collection, 

there are a few examples by means of which it is possible to track 

down what amounts to the detective work of searching for clues.
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Arnold Ludger Brenninkmeijer (2nd from left) in the circle of his fellow 

graduates of the Oberrealschule Münster, 1914
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GRADUATION RITUALS 
until 15.05.2022

Purple, white, and green—these colors were shared by six young men 

who received their diplomas from the Oberrealschule (upper second-

ary school) in Münster in 1914. The colors adorned their caps, and the 

sashes were slung across their chests. One of these young men was 

Arnold Ludger Brenninkmeijer (1894–1951), whose cap and sash 

are preserved in the Draiflessen Collection.

While the form may have changed since then, students’ desire to 

present themselves as a cohesive group and to celebrate the transition 

into adult life has remained the same. The role previously played by 

cap and sash has today been taken over by T-shirts and baseball caps 

with graduation logos. How have the forms of expression chosen by 

graduating classes changed over the course of the last century? How 

is the spirit of each age reflected in the customs and rituals of gradu-

ating classes in Germany? 
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THE ARCHIVE COLLECTION
A cooperative project between C&A 
and the Draiflessen Collection
22.06.2022–15.01.2023

In 2021, to celebrate its 180-year anniversary, C&A published a ret-

ro collection which focused on its own fashion creations from de-

cades ago. It is now the topic of this presentation in the DAS Forum. 

The source of inspiration for the designers was advertisements from 

the archive and historical clothing from the Draiflessen Collection’s 

fashion collection. 

The term “The Archive Collection” thus perfectly describes this sym-

biosis. In order to present as multifaceted of a selection of contem-

porary fashion and historical models as possible, the exhibits are 

changed midway during the exhibition’s run: spring/summer makes 

way for fall/winter. This project of cooperation and presentation is 

rounded off by the publication of an OPEN UP! with extensive pho-

tographic material and exclusive background information.
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Refik Anadol, Bosphorus, 2018
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Excursion to BAD ROTHENFELDE and lichtsicht7
Part of the exhibition TOUCH 
18.02.2022, beginning at 2:30 p.m.

Since 2007, the lichtsicht in Bad Rothenfelde has been a forum and 

venue for international projection and light art in public space which 

in the meantime has been taking place every three years. Internation-

al artists representing this genre use the walls of the two historic salt 

works, which are up to 11 meters high and have a total surface area of 

10,000 square meters, the largest screen in the world. But the   Kon-

zertgarten and the pond areas of the spa park of Bad Rothenfelde al-

so turn into fascinating projection screens after dark.

After a visit to the installative light art exhibition TOUCH in the Drai-

flessen Collection, the participants travel to Bad Rothenfelde by bus 

and are given a guided tour of lichtsicht7 beginning at 6:15 p.m. (du-

ration: 75 min.). Warm clothing is a must!

Participation: fee per person  € 38 

Registration: anmeldung@draiflessen.com 

or +49 (0)5452.9168-3500



Display storeroom at the Lindenau-Museum, Kunstgasse 1, Altenburg, 

2021
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Excursion to ALTENBURG and DRESDEN (three days)
Part of the exhibition THE ART OF REPLICATION 
16.–18.06.2022

The Lindenau-Museum was founded in 1848 by the politician, as-

tronomer, and art collector Bernhard August von Lindenau (1779–

1854). It was he who assembled the historic collections in order to 

develop an appreciation for art among the citizens of his native town 

of Altenburg and to give young people the opportunity to educate 

themselves by viewing the great works of world art. Many loan exhib-

its of the current special exhibition THE ART OF REPLICATION 

come from the collections of the Lindenau-Museum. 

During the three-day excursion, participants will visit, among other 

things, the current venue of the Lindenau-Museum and get to know 

the town of Altenburg during a guided tour. The main focus in Dres-

den during an architectural tour is on the topic “Reconstruction in 

a modern or a historicizing style?” Also included in the program is 

a visit to the art gallery Alte Meister. On the last day, a trip to the Lu-

therhaus in Eisenach is planned. 

Participation: fee per person  € 385 

Registration: anmeldung@draiflessen.com 

or +49 (0)5452.9168-3500
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The concert series meetMUSIC has been a part of the Draiflessen Con-

ference since 2014. Here the name says it all: visitors are offered the 

opportunity to interact directly with the artists. Experiencing mu-

sic up close transforms these concerts into an intense personal ex-

perience.  

On July 17, a concert will be held at Draiflessen as part of the festi-

val summerwinds. 

On August 19 to 21, the park of Draiflessen will be opening again for 

a meetMUSIC Open Air.

More information available at www.meetmusic.online

meet 
MUSIC
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Our educational work centers around individual observation of art. 

Art should not be merely consumed but needs to be internalized, so 

that it has a lasting effect on the visitors’ artistic perception. Thus, 

the “Blindfold Tour” offers a unique experience that challenges vis-

itors’ own ideas about art, as does the tour for people with demen-

tia and their relatives, which is conducted with a great deal of time 

and care. We also offer tours for children and young people of all ag-

es and from all types of schools, intended to have a lasting effect on 

individual perceptions of art and to promote changes in perspective. 

 

The program MuseumsSpaß (Fun in the Museum) takes place regu-

larly during the Easter and summer holidays. These two-hour events 

combine a visit to the exhibitions with hands-on activities, offering 

another opportunity for children to interact with art on their own 

terms. Making cartoons, binding books, and the writing workshop 

are just a few examples of a wide range of activities that playfully ex-

plore and intensify the themes of our exhibitions. 
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